Payment processors may be covered under state money transmitter laws (also known as money services business laws). In addition, some state lending or debt collection laws may be broad enough to cover payment processors. Payment processors that interact direct with consumers may be covered by some aspects of the EFTA.

Bank regulator guidances and enforcement activities do not directly apply to third-party payment processors. Oversight largely flows indirectly through supervision of financial institutions, but that oversight can impact the obligations of payment processors. Standards set by bank regulators can also impact direct claims against payment processors.

Payment processors may be directly bound by the rules of the payment systems under which they operate, such as NACHA and Visa and MasterCard rules. These rules may not be directly enforceable by consumers, but they may provide evidence of unfair or deceptive acts or practices.

Payment processors may be the target of legal claims when they facilitate illegal activity, whether through use of remotely created checks and payment orders, ACH transactions, credit or debit card payments, or another payment mechanism.

For that reason, legitimate payment processors may limit the types of transactions that they will process for their clients. For example, some payment processors and card networks have rules prohibiting or strictly limiting the processing of payments for certain high-risk industries, including payday lending, telemarketing, credit repair, and debt collecting.

The FTC and the CFPB have authority over payment processors and have taken enforcement actions against them. The FTC has sued payment processors for unfair and deceptive practices when the processor used RCCs or RCPOs or the ACH system to debit consumer accounts unlawfully on behalf of merchant clients or ignoring high return rates and other warning signs that the payments were unauthorized. The CFPB has also brought a number of enforcement actions against payment processors, including for failing to conduct appropriate due diligence on the identity of the merchant or the nature of the business and for failing to monitor the account. The CFPB’s actions against payment processors have generally been taken under its authority over unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts and practices (UDAAP) and over entities that provide substantial assistance to others’ UDAAP violations.

The Justice Department has also brought criminal and other enforcement actions against payment processors that enable fraudulent activity.

Some state laws make it an unfair and deceptive practice to process or originate payments for lenders that violate state law (for example, online payday lenders). State payday loan laws or regulations may also prohibit efforts to collect payments on illegal loans, a ban that could apply to payment processors.

The role of payment processors is also discussed in the context of the particular payment system used, such as systems involving remotely created checks, ACH payments or card payments.
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